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The study investigated what must be altered in the
intellectual property system to avoid obstructing
collaborative research between academe and industry.

The

methodology for the inquiry was to solicit persons with
knowledge regarding the impact of technology on society's
institutions,

the idiosyncracies of collaboration,

The individuals

selected to participate in this

drawn from a variety of backgrounds.

or both.

inquiry were

Fifty academic deans

were sampled in an effort to collect the opinions of those
individuals most

likely wanting to defend the traditional

value system of the university.

Another group included 90

individuals with knowledge of industry-academe alliances or
technology transfer.
20

A third group of surveys were sent to

individuals whom the committee regarded as

"visionaries."

This group was expected to be capable of addressing the
questions

from a more philosophical basis.

All groups

supported the generalization that

technological advances have overrun the boundaries of
definition.

The concepts of fair use and derivative need to
vi

be adjusted in order to balance the rights of the innovator
and society.

Furthermore,

the findings pointed out that

incentives to innovate will come from forces that

lie

outside our system of intellectual property protections.
Industry and academe recognized that basic science is
essential

for society because it

technological growth.
(a)

is the basis of our

Furthermore,

all groups noted that

collaboration is beneficial to the curriculum,

reasonable delay in publication is acceptable,
entrepreneurial

and

(b)

a

(c)

the

spirit of the faculty should be recognized.

The treatment of ideas as property is controversial.
Neither the courts nor philosophers have converged the
numerous

justifications

into a single unified theory.

Universities have spent

insufficient resources to

develop a conscious research strategy of their own that
consistent with the institutions mores and tradition.

is

The

university is the home of basic research and must
accommodate many other things,
Inefficiencies exist
technology transfer.

including applied research.

in the process of knowledge and

Academe needs to commit resources to

the management of transactions of technology and knowledge
across

institutional boundaries.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
A. Problem Statement
The problem with which this
essentially this:

inquiry is concerned is

While there is mounting evidence of the

categorical need for close collaboration of universities and
industry,

there are within these agencies elements of

conventional wisdom and policy that
collaboration.

seem to preclude such

The elements of difference fall

broad categories,

viz.,

the ends

into four

served by the institution,

the management of research and research priorities,
constraints on communication,

and the ownership of ideas.

B. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this

study has been to find out what

must be altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with
regard to the intellectual property system to avoid
obstructing collaborative research between academe and
private industry.
C. Definition of Terms
A study involving intellectual property draws upon
terminology that

is often loosely defined.

The following is

an attempt to clarify some common terms.
1.

Rights
The term "right”

Discussions

has multiple meanings

(Becker,

1977).

of property rights are often clouded by the

2
indiscreet use of abstract terms regarding rights
natural,

human)

rights.

and failure to distinguish legal

Rights

categories

fall

(Becker,

1977).

arise from conditions
(1977)

into two broad,

Natural rights are rights which

said to

"occur naturally."

in terms of the minimum requirements
(p.

16).

human institutions.

from moral

sometimes overlapping,

concluded that they are rights which "are

human dignity"

(e.g.,

for social

Becker
justified
stability or

Conventional rights arise from

They exist because people make

agreements with each other and accept the rules of law
emanating from social
2.

institutions.

Property Rights
Becker

ownership.

(1977)

stated that property rights

Ownership typically has

right to use,
Mature legal

systems maintain a

of ownership.
elements of

right to transfer,

Honore

"full"

(1972)

are rights of

something to do with the

and the right to exclude.
"full"

or

"liberal"

concept

stated that the necessary

ownership is explicated by reference to

the following list of elements.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

The right to possess.
The right to use.
The right to manage.
The right to the derived benefits.
The right to the capital, that is, the ability to
alienate, consume, waste, modify or destroy the
thing.
The right to security.
The power of transmissibility.
The absence of term.
The prohibition of harmful use.
Liability to execution.
Residuary character, i.e., the existence of rules
governing lapsed ownership rights.

3
All eleven elements

are necessary for full ownership but

people may be said to
senses which omit
(1977)

"own things"

in various restricted

any one or more of the elements.

Becker

stipulated that only the right to the capital can

define a class of ownership without the presence of other
elements.

Our legal

defining property as

system builds on Becker's

statement by

"one's exclusive right to possess,

and dispose of a thing,

as well as the object,

benefit,

use,
or

prerogative which constitutes the subject matter of that
right"

(Gifis,

1991,

"Incorporeal"

p.

380).

and "intangible"

with regard to property.

Gifis

are used interchangeably

(1991)

incorporeal and intangible property as

referred to both
"evidencing something

of value but having no inherent value independent thereof"
(p.

230).

This class of property includes entities

such as

stock certificates and promissory notes.
A definition of

"intellectual property" would begin by

identifying it as a nonphysical property which stems,
identified as,

is

and whose value is based upon some ideas.

Intellectual property is an amorphous bundle of rights which
exclusively touches only the tangible embodiments of
cognitive effort
"rights"
all

(Nance,

are limited,

ideas.

1990).

Intellectual property

not absolute,

and are not adorned over

Numerous products of cognitive effort

everyday ideas,

(e.g.,

extraordinary ideas or discoveries)

beyond the scope of legal protection.

are

Using a brick as a

4
hammer is not afforded legal protection,

nor would the

Pythagorean Theorem be awarded such coverage.

The rights

furnished to intellectual property differ most from those
rights granted to other types of property in that
intellectual property rights always have a defined
expiration.
3.

Legal Protection of Intellectual Property
The rights associated with the various forms of

intellectual property are complex.
of legal protection,

The most popular forms

according to Weil

(1987),

include:

1.

Federally established licensing procedures
a.
Patents
b.
Copyrights
c.
Trademarks
d.
Sui Generis Protections

2.

Trade practices and agreements
a.
Trade Secrets
b.
Contracts

Woodrow

(1978)

concluded that intellectual property is,

for all practical purposes,
copyrightable materials.

patentable inventions and

Patents and copyright are

therefore intellectual property protections.
4.

Technology Transfer
The term "technology transfer" is identified with the

movement of ideas,

processes,

and innovations from the

laboratory to the commercial arena.
appropriate;

Other terms are equally

including technology deployment,

dissemination.

diffusion,

or

5
D.
1.

Delimitations

Justification of Property
This study has not attempted a general justification of

property rights.

Any attempt to answer the answer to the

question of why there ought

(or ought not)

to be any

property rights is outside the scope of the present inquiry.
The study presumes that we are dealing with a capitalistic
society that has incorporated private ownership into its
legal system.

Consequently,

the study has focused more on

the specific and particular justifications of property
(i.e.,

why there ought to be a specific sort of property

rights and why a particular entity ought to have a property
right in a particular thing).
2.

The Intellectual Property System
The study was not devised to determine whether the

patent and copyright system of protections are illegitimate
state-granted monopolies.

Instead,

the focus of the study

will be to determine if the current system can be "fine
tuned" to support the new technologies,

the global

information-based society of the near future,

and

collaborative ventures between academe and industry.
3.

Grants v.

Industrial Investment

The study has differentiated between government grants
and industrial investment.

Caldart

(1983)

asserts that the

overriding purpose of government research support is the
furtherance of the public good.

Although it is a sweeping

6
generalization,

it does serve as a limitation to the scope

of the investigation.

The study is concerned with the

conflicts surrounding the collaboration of industry and
academe.
E.
1.

Basic Assumptions

The University Culture
The study does not flow from what Ashford

called,

an "idealized" view of the university.

university is not,
institute.

and perhaps never has been,

(1983)
The
a pristine

The study has examined the potential impact of

an alliance on an already imperfect structure.
The university may also be thought of as the
predominant "knowledge structure" in modern society.
(1988)

stipulated that knowledge

about a segment of reality)

Denzin

(uncontradicted beliefs

most often falls under the

control of universities and is focused in scientific
discourse.
2.

This view is reflected in the investigation.

Significance of Property
The western legal tradition has embraced property as a

foundation to many of its rules and principles.

The study

reflects that heritage and will not embrace the Marxist
ideology that the whole legal tradition be considered a
legacy of hidden bourgeois class interest.

The study

reflects the norms associated with a modern democracy
embracing capitalism.

7
3. Modernized Academic Freedom
Most definitions of academic freedom fail to take into
account the unwritten agreement between the university and
society.

Ashford

(1983)

concluded that true academic

freedom occurs when all forms of inquiry flourish
basic and applied)
result.

(e.g.,

and the pool of knowledge grows as a

Table 1.1 suggests a method of classifying research

(Ashford,

1983,

p.

19).

Table 1.1 Forms of Inquiry

BASIC Research

APPLIED Research

Inquiry built upon existing
paradigms.

Inquiry directed at assessing
consequences of science and
technology.

Inquiry challenging existing
paradigms.

Inquiry directed at commercial
outcomes.

The left side encompasses inquiries that grow out of
intellectual curiosity and represent the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake.

The right side describes the

more direct relationship between the university and the
society at large,

exhibiting the university's efforts to

serve the public interest.
The freedom to pursue academic inquiry in all four
categories will generate a rich variety of opinions and
approaches.

Ashford

(1983)

stated that:

Rather than fostering a neutral viewpoint, the
university should properly foster a multiplicity of
viewpoints, since it is through the interplay of
opposing ideas that the quality of academic work--and
thus its ultimate social value--is enhanced and
refined, (p. 20)

8
4.

Collaboration
Collaboration is an integral element of the research

process because science is essentially a social activity.
Collaboration provides access to colleagues,

instruments,

data,

for the

information,

"coupling"

and knowledge.

It allows

of talents between colleagues and researchers

from other disciplines.

Merton

(1973)

pointed out that the

social organization of scientific inquiry has changed.
Collaboration has become the dominant practice and is now
intertwined with other societal
of collaboration"

institutions.

The

"practice

is assumed to be beneficial to long term

societal and broad national goals.
F.

Significance of Study

The clarification has assisted in
individual needs
and expression,

(e.g.,

perpetuating

incentives to innovate,

fairness),

(b)

yet

free thought

sustaining the idealistic

goals and values of the university of
responsive to society,

(a)

"tomorrow"

staunchly independent,

(e.g.,
committed

to traditions but willing to be progressive and innovative,
free and open communication in research),
societal needs
research,

(e.g.,

and

(c)

preserving

equal access to the benefits of

quality employment and strong economic growth,

national security,

enhanced democratic decision making)

contributing to a more fruitful process of policy-making
regarding university-industry collaboration.

by

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A.

Introduction

The intellectual property system came into being as a
result of Article

I,

Section 8

of the Constitution.

It was

incorporated to promote the progress of science and the
useful arts,

whether it be for inventing or authoring.

The

lone innovator of our nation's past has been displaced by
collaborative team research.
innovation is
government

"manufactured"

Much of our country's
in the industrial

sponsored research and development

sector,
laboratories,

and large research universities.
The inquiring mind of the lone innovator is,

at best,

part of a much larger organized development effort that may
encompass all three of the major players.

This

collaboration between the publicly financed research
centers,

academe,

and private industry is a radically

different environment from that our founding "fathers"
envisioned.
The current

system of intellectual property protections

came into being in the early Nineteenth Century.
Agriculture was at the core of the American economy.
enter the Twenty-first Century,
American workers

are expected to be employed in

related services."
protections

nearly two-thirds

As we

of all

"information

The system was designed to secure

for subjects embodied in a concrete form.
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Modern

subjects

algorithms,
electronic
The

are

often

computer

far more

software,

creation

semi-conductor

of boundless

diminished the

constraints

of distance

and time

education

under

is

industry to

a new mandate;

ensure that

transferred to the
keep basic

issues

Nelkin

(1984)

dissemination
and profit.
of

strong

can be

so that

is

Property

as

long-term

and

linked with power
to transform the
and the

ideas

"property."

conceded that

the

of

It

is

of property;

legitimate way.

isuseful

definition

and complex.

The

to

to

simple

for the

discuss

Bouckaert

of property
in that

is

of property

apply to

certain

debate

on

the
(1990)

simultaneously

there

something belongs

definition

difficult

a Right

a broad context

roots

is

fundamental,

data produced,

philosophical

it

are

same time

the production

it

because

advances

the

inherently

the

with

intellectual property.

order to provide

sense notion

and at

(i.e.,

addressed.

intellectual property,

simple

close ties

has pressured researchers

B.
In

sector

submited that

investigation,

derived into

of

Higher

technological

adequately

of knowledge
This

develop

important

commercial

research

by means

in networking and communications

Research and Education Network).

process

chip design,

"collabotories"

the National

societal

(e.g.,

databases).

leading edge technologies
have

intangible

is

a common

to

somebody

is

also

issues

in

a

complex,
(e.g.,

11
the types of objects that can be owned,
property).
ethical,

acquisition of

The notion of property often involves crucial

legal,

political,

and economic issues.

The growth of property as a legal concept parallels the
evolution of our legal system.

This evolution included the

displacement of custom in favor of judgemade law relying on
precedent and the intellectual tradition of theoretical
conceptualization

(Bouckaert,

1990).

The history of legal

traditional is therefore made up of three principal phases:
the customary phase,

the casuistic phase,

and the conceptual

phase.
Tribal societies needed rules to solve problems of
distributive scarcity.

Rights were designed for group

survival and accordingly,

Bouckaert

(1990)

concluded that

the notion of property right as an individual right remained
absent during the customary phase.
The growth of trade and the formation of larger units
gradually replaced customary order.

Many "great societies"

emerged and a variety of legal structures appeared.

Roman

law is the most pertinent of these to the discussion of
property,

since it is the "historical antecedent of the

European continental tradition"

(Bouckaert,

1990,

p.

781).

The Roman legal system was an inexact collection of remedies
that was similar in nature to common law.
framework of rules and concepts,
definition of property

(dominium)

It was not a

nor did it have a clear-cut
as a legal right.

Several

12
actions pertained to the protection of the holders of goods
and lands.

These actions allowed for physical control over

the good of the dominus.
protected by action.

Roman law was limited to goods

They lacked a notion by which the

relationship between owner and the owned good could be
expressed,
(Bouckaert,

a notion of ownership or property as a right
1990).

Modern legal science progressed past the casuistic
phase by developing a framework of legal principles,
and concepts.

rules,

Theoretical questions regarding the

relationship between man and goods and the notion of
property as a right began to surface.

The Seventeenth

Century brought about our modern notion of property.
1646,

In

Hugo Grotius concluded that respect of private

property was one of the axioms of natural law.

Bouckaert

(1990)

noted that a number of French and Spanish authors

(e.g.,

Jesuit Vazquez,

Francois Hotman)

the "right to keep a good,
yields,

to use it,

defined property as

to benefit from its

to exclude anybody else from its use,

and even destroy it"

(p.

788).

to alienate it

This implied that property

owners were entitled to do everything with a good that was
not prohibited by specific legal provisions.

The feudal

order based on "eminent domain" was replaced by property.
Property became an essential component of the law which
regulated civil society.
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C.

Ideas as Property

Outside the formal context of the law,

we seldom refer

to owning or having a proprietary interest in knowledge.
Instead,

we tend to stress that knowledge is "possessed.”

Possession refers to having control,

while ownership refers

to having rights to control

1989).

in principle,

(Boonin,

Consequently,

any object that can be controlled is capable

of being owned.

Most knowledge is gained from others and

hence we have little ability to control its dissemination.
Knowledge is peculiar in that it

(a)

indefinite number of individuals,
ordinary sense,

be destroyed,

being widely shared
and

(d)

(e.g.,

(c)

(b)

can be possessed by an
it can not,

in an

the value may depend on it

inoculations,

rules of driving),

exclusive possession is not easily regained once it

has been communicated.
Recognizing something as property is a function of
control and thus scarcity.

An object that is easy to

control is perceived to have value due to its scarcity and
thus is normally protected by social and legal norms.
Knowledge,

as property,

is a difficult concept to grasp

since it fails to fit into conventional wisdom regarding
economic "goods."
categories:
resources

Croskery

ordinary goods

(e.g.,

coal,

business practices,
(e.g.,

(1989)
(e.g.,

fish,

oil),

classified goods in four
cars,

copyable goods

incentive systems),

laws of nature,

matches),

natural
(e.g.,

and costless goods

mathematical logic).
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His classification was based on their
consumed and

(b)

(a)

ability to be

whether they are created or discovered

(Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Classification of Goods

Consumable
Created
Discovered

Knowledge

Non-Consumable

Ordinary Goods

Copyable Goods

Natural Resources

Costless Goods

(i.e.,

intellectual property in general)

may

be considered part of a multiple number of categories.
Consequently,

the forms of knowledge that societal and legal

norms consider property become inexplicit.
The justification of property rights is reinforced by
the convergence of varying and non-contradicting arguments
(e.g.,

Mill's arguments from labor,

utility,

political liberty).

desert for labor,

Unfortunately,

the leading

arguments in support of private property diverge when
applied to intellectual property.

The conflict is

irreconcilable because ownership of ideas restricts liberty
(Palmer,

1990; Nance,

1990).

Ownership of the ideas

expressed in the products of cognitive effort seems to run
directly into conflict with the value of freedom of thought
(Palmer,

1990).

Such ownership has had critics going back

to our nation's founding.

Nance

(1990)

voiced by Thomas Jefferson in 1813.

found such criticism

Jefferson expressed his
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displeasure in the following terms:
If nature has made one thing less susceptible than all
others of exclusive property, it is the action of the
thinking power called an idea, which an individual may
exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself.
. . .
Its peculiar character, too, is that no one
possesses the less, because every other possesses the
whole of it.
He who receives an idea from me . . .
receives light without darkening me. . . .
England
was, until we copied her, the only country on earth
which ever, by a general law, gave a legal right to the
exclusive use of an idea. . . .
[M]onopolies produce
more embarrassment than advantage to society; and it
may be observed that the nations which refuse
monopolies of invention, are as fruitful as England in
new and useful devices, (p. 762 )
Nance

(1990)

following manner:
(2)

summarized Jefferson's comments in the
(1)*Ideas are insusceptible to ownership,

voluntary spread of an individual's idea represents no

loss to the idea originator,

and

(3)

the use of monopolies

to encourage innovation has not been so effective as to
outweigh the disadvantages entailed by the constraint of
others'

liberties.

Others,

like Hughes

(1988) ,

expressed the belief that

justifying the propertization of ideas can be accomplished
by subscribing to the Lockean "labor theory," which is the
basis of our Constitution's vision of property,

as well as

the Hegelian "personality theory," which describes property
as an expression of the self.

These are deontological

arguments--arguments based on moral obligations.
Hughes
immediate,

(1988)

asserted that the Lockean explanation has

intuitive appeal: people work to produce ideas

and the value of these ideas depends solely upon the
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individual's mental work.
technologies,
of time,

As society moves to more complex

research activity requires enormous resources

money,

and expertise.

This trend strengthens the

likeness of idea-making to labor.

Furthermore,

needed to motivate work for the public good.

property is
This argument

has clearly dominated American copyright and patent law.
almost all of its decisions on patents,

In

the Supreme Court

has opined that property rights are needed to motivate
idea-makers.
Hughes

(1988)

stipulated that a labor theory of

intellectual property is powerful,

but incomplete.

The

shortcomings can be made up by the inclusion of the
personality theory;

an idea belongs to its creator because

the idea is a manifestation of the creator's personality or
self.

The best known personality theory is Hegel's theory

of property.

Hegel asserts that recognizing an individual's

property rights is an act of recognizing the individual as a
person.
The "promotion of progress in science and the useful
arts" is the philosophical foundation for the legal
recognition of intellectual property.
valuable;

thus,

Knowledge is

society must encourage discovery and

dissemination while maintaining justice and fairness.
Boonin

(1989)

concluded that this is a utilitarian

justification in that it is a recognition of limited rights
to achieve a certain goal.

These rights are created as a
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matter of social policy,

not as a recognition of some moral

or natural rights held by individuals.
this as a consequential argument.

Palmer

(1990)

viewed

Justification is based on

the good consequences of the legal recognition,

as distinct

from moral rightness.
A consensus about property was not the result of a
single source.

Rather,

it was an ongoing intellectual

process lasting many centuries.

Bouckaert

(1990)

infered

that "the property theory of the continental legal tradition
passed through a multitude of critical insights of learned
and experienced legal scholars"

(p.

790).

Supreme Court

Justice Stewart stated that property interests are not
created by the constitution;

they are created and are

defined by existing rules and understandings.
It is legitimate to assign a presumption of rightness
to our concept of property because it is a gradually evolved
theory.

Can or should these rights apply to ideas?

Bouckaert

(1990)

and Palmer

(1990)

contended that they

should not because the origin of intellectual property
rights has its roots in calculated interventions by
political authorities rather than evolved legal tradition.
Economist Arnold Plant

(1974)

theorized that intellectual

property rights are "not a consequence of scarcity.
are the deliberate creation of statute law "
are the cause of scarcity,
Palmer

(1990)

(p.

They

861).

They

not rights risen from scarcity.

concluded that this is why there is public and
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professional mistrust of intellectual property rights.

They

are rights that are seemingly allocated in an arbitrary and
unnatural manner.
D.

Information as a Commodity

Communication and information technologies have changed
the economic and social significance of information
1987;

OTA,

Gilbert,

1986;

1990;

Garcia,

1990;

Weil & Snapper,

Gilbert & Lyman,
1989).

(Benko,

1989;

Improvements in the

communications infrastructure have stimulated economic and
social change on an international level.

Problems

associated with intellectual property rights are symptoms of
an underlying structural change taking place in society--a
move toward a global,

knowledge based society in which

information is becoming increasingly viewed and valued as an
economic good

(Garcia,

1990).

Intellectual property law was originally designed to
counteract a basic economic characteristic of information:
It is much more costly to originate valuable information
than to reproduce it.

The value of a given piece of

information may change or diminish over time,

but the

information itself can be used simultaneously or
successively by many people without being consumed in the
process.

The value of information is a result of the

context in which it is received and used.

Context is the

knowledge possessed by the receiver of information that
shapes its meaning.

Information expands and takes on new
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meaning as it is received and used by more people
(Cleveland,

1982).

Users of information can gather content

from many sources,
new information.

analyze it,

and rearrange it to produce

Information may also be extracted and used

in a new context.
The right to exploit these services has traditionally
been handled by the parallel legal concepts of derivative
use and fair use
Garcia,

(Library of Congress,

1989;

OTA,

1986;

1990). A fundamental confrontation between the two

concepts of derivative use and fair use has unfolded.

New

technologies have given society a new set of tools and a
broader field of operations,
economic,

legal,

more complex.

with the end result that the

and social questions involved have become

From a legal standpoint,

new technologies

make it difficult to determine which uses are merely
derivative

(copies)

and which are new intellectual works.

From an economic standpoint,

it is unclear whether the right

to control derivative uses encourages or inhibits the growth
of knowledge.
The repackaging of information and the creation of new
products and services made possible by new technologies
strains the incentive system inherent in patent and
copyright statutes.
right laws,

Under existing intellectual property

copyright holders have the right to benefit from

all works derived from their efforts.

With the value of

products resting more and more on the repackaging and
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reprocessing of intellectual material,

the concept of

derivative use protection may not be appropriate
Congress,

1989;

Garcia,

1990;

OTA,

1986).

(Library of

Incentives to

create may be better served by intellectual property laws
that take into account the value added to a product
1986;

Garcia,

(OTA,

1990) .

New computing and communications technology has
facilitated scholarly communication,
information,

the exchange of

and the collaborative authoring of works.

Gilbert and Lyman

(1989)

judged that these new forms of

collective works are not easily translated into individual
forms to which economic value can be readily assigned.
small number of co-authors work together,
be expected.

If a

few problems can

The same is not true when online conferencing

exists between individuals that do not personally know each
other.

In such a dynamic environment,

the work will be in a

state of flux and may never really be said to be finished
(Library of Congress,

1989).

The Supreme Court has

traditionally defined an author as a works originator or
maker.

This century old ruling does little to settle the

authorship question in the age of information.
Intellectual property law has traditionally
distinguished between patent and copyright in accordance
with the difference between invention and authorship
(Garcia,

1990;

useful devices,

Benko,

1987;

OTA,

1986).

Inventions are

whereas authorship conveys information and
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ideas.

Scholars

(Garcia,

Library of Congress,

1990;

1987,

Benko,

1989)

1987;

OTA,

1986;

in a variety of fields have

noted that this dichotomy fails when the distinction between
the written works of authorship and inventions
clear.

Functional works,

software programs,

such as databases,

algorithms,

present problems to our current

and artificial

are no longer

commercial
intelligence,

system that must be

resolved.
In academe,

the free and widest dissemination of ideas

is a major objective.

Contradictory to this

of publishing and academic recognition
tenure)
1989;

which view ideas

Cleveland,

1989).

as property

(i.e.,

is our system
promotion and

(Gilbert and Lyman,

Ideas equated to property imply

both ownership and control.

Weil and Snapper

(1989)

described progress within a university community as being
based on a

"collaborative process

in which many individuals

make contributions of varying degrees of significance"
?).

Cleveland

(1989)

(p.

vented harsh criticism of our current

incentive system and its

influence on creativity in the

following:
In competitive industries
outside of academe, the
incentive to invent is not
the prospect of personal
ownership but the collective sharing of a constant
stream of new ideas for the benefit of the enterprise.
What builds a great company or a great nation is not
the protection of what it used to do well, but the
development of products and process[.]
(p. 11)
Cleveland
should be

(1989)

"protected,"

described how "intellectual property"
asserted that

"it's the wrong verb
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about the wrong noun"
1987;

Rogers,

Fisher

(1989)

1983)

(p.

11).

Others

(Fisher,

1989;

Benko,

have come to similar conclusions.

expressed the belief that our economic

incentive system may not work to maximize the social values
of ideas because the pure impulse to create cannot be
correlated simply with anticipated monetary rewards.
Society is well aware of the non-monetary incentives for
creating.
regard;

These include the lure of competition,

and self-motivation.

Many of the

peer

"great"

discoveries were a result of these non-monetary incentives.
Fisher

(1989)

cited our lack of knowledge about creativity

and its relation to economic incentives as

a major reason

for the ineffectiveness of our intellectual property system.
Academe is

still unwilling to deal with this aspect of

intellectual property rights because it

is bogged in the

operational details of the current system.

The system was

originally designed to enhance learning and the useful arts.
This goal has become harder to satisfy because of the
increasing market value of intellectual properties.
application of copyright
deterrent to meaningful
E.

Rigid

statutes to academe can only be a
scholarship.

The Need for New Mechanisms

Academe has an uncommon position in the intellectual
property problem.
producer,
community,

It

is at any given time,

and creator of information.
more than any other player,

a user,

The academic
is experiencing the
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erosion of the original

intellectual property bargain--the

quid pro quo between the creator and society
Lyman,

1989;

Garcia,

1990) .

Gilbert

(1990)

(Gilbert

&

registered the

opinion that there needs to be a better understanding of the
problems,

needs,

and resources that are

interaction of information technology,
property,

education,

and industr[y]"

"tangled in the
intellectual

(p.

?).

New economic mechanisms need to be established that
will democratize the use of information

(Gilbert,

1990).

Technology offers the greatest hope for democratizing
information and is also the mechanism capable of withholding
it.

Information must be made accessible to those who need

it.

New mechanisms that provide adequate economic and

non-monetary incentives must be made to organizations and
individuals to encourage them to make their contributions
readily available to the broadest range of users.

These

mechanisms must also' recognize the idiosyncracies of
academe.
code,

Gilbert

(1990)

suggested that we develop a new

one that will guide the behavior of individuals who

should build on the ideas of others,
contributions

in return.

Palmer

making their own

(1990)

stipulated that

because we are historically skeptical toward intellectual
property,

justification depends on:

the existence and convergence of coherent deontological
and consequentialist theories that support the rights
in question and cohere with our respective views toward
tangible private property and government supported
private monopolies, (p. 767)

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT
OF DATA
,

A.

Researchers

Rationale for Procedures

(e.g.,

Dreyfuss,

1985;

Weil,

1989)

have

noted that studies involving the intellectual property
system are difficult to conduct because they are often
inconclusive.

The answers obtained in surveys depend very

much on who responds to them.

Survey type questions will

require individuals to predict how they will behave if a
complex system like our intellectual property system,
different.

Dreyfuss

(1985)

would require imagination,
the system,

were

perceived that this analysis
a sophisticated understanding of

and a knowledge of the costs and benefits of the

current and alternative systems.

In addition,

individuals

who have experience with the current system are very likely
to have a different perspective than those that have not
dealt with the system.
Keeping this in mind,

the only realistic methodology

for an inquiry into the intellectual property system was to
solicit persons with well-recognized knowledge regarding the
impact of computers and electronic technology on society's
institutions,
collaboration,

the idiosyncracies of industry-academe
or both.

The individuals selected to

participate in this inquiry were drawn from a variety of
backgrounds so that all concerns addressed

(e.g.,

the legal.
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ethical,

social,

vantage points.

political)

would be viewed from multiple

Conflicting survey results would not be

considered detrimental to the investigation;

instead,

they

would serve to flag issues and guide the future direction of
the inquiry.

Contradictions were expected to highlight the

complexities of an academic-industry alliance.
B.
1.

Procedures

Overall Approach of the Inquiry
Background Research:

analysis describing

(a)

The problem was framed by a trend

the characteristics and orientation

of present day academe and industry,
protections awarded property,

(c)

knowledge in today's economy,

and

(b)

rights and

the peculiar status of
(d)

the costs and benefits

of collaboration.
The initial determination of the specific elements of
difference that obstruct the collaboration of industry and
academe based on an analysis of the current conditions and
influences was made by a comprehensive review of the
literature

(Chapter II).

Solicitation of external review regarding
current orientations of academe and industry,
if the elements of difference are,
concerns and

(c)

in fact,

(a)
(b)

the
determine

legitimate

opinions relating to future potential

directions.
Identify the convergent and divergent opinions
expressed in the surveys.

The goal of this phase of the
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investigation was to determine accurately the perceived
elements of difference that obstruct industry-academe
collaboration.

A key question was whether the survey

results matched or contradicted the inferences derived from
the literature.

A discussion of these issues can be found

in Findings and Conclusions

(i.e.,

Chapter IV and V).

Propose future directions that industry and academe may
realistically pursue in order to reduce the barriers to
collaboration.
Recommendations
2.

Future directions are discussed in
(Chapter V).

Data Collection Goals and Methods
Patton

(1983)

and Anderson

(1988a)

noted that when

attempting to measure opinions it is essential for the
investigator to identify what important information is
needed and then translate this into technically correct
items that are clear and understandable.
responses per item was an even number.

The number of
This forced

respondents to decide one way or another.

Response items

were limited to four because of the small size of the sample
groups.
The survey addressed the following questions:

Has our

current intellectual property system failed to balance the
needs of society and the individual due to its inability to
deal with the new technologies,

services,

Is there a need for new mechanisms?

and industries?

Has the current trend

of "propertizing" ideas been justified?

Is there a
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consensus?

Are there obstacles to collaboration inherent in

our social institutions?
The results of the survey allow for the identification
of the individual obstacles to collaboration,
particular groups within academe and industry.

as seen by
Secondly,

they will assist in the identification of convergent and
divergent opinions,

so that future directions can be

realistically proposed.
3.

Recipient Selection
The selection of survey recipients with diverse

backgrounds was of prime importance.
groups included Academic Deans

One of the sample

(or the equivalent)

in an

effort to collect the opinions of those individuals most
likely wanting to defend the traditional value system
separation of academe and industry,

disinterestness,

(e.g.,
the

position as an unbiased knowledge center)

of the university.

The sample size was approximately fifty.

Half of the sample

involved large research universities and the other half
represented smaller institutions that do not traditionally
emphasize research.

The inquiry opted for a diversified

pool of respondents in an attempt to solicit the widest
possible range of responses.

The institutions of higher

learning were not selected randomly;

instead,

the researcher

relied on published information regarding research endeavors
(e.g.,

Bauer,

1989;

Higher Education,

Geiger,

1991;

1985; New England Board of

Rodenhouse,

1992).
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Another group includes individuals with knowledge or
experience in industry-academe alliances or technology
transfer in general.

This broad category includes

researchers in both industry and academe,
administrators and other liaisons,
researchers,
acquisition.

patent

technology transfer

and those involved in technology licensing and
These individuals were identified by their

membership in the Technology Transfer Society.
Society members

(approximately 90)

Appropriate

were then selected from

the entire pool by analyzing the interest descriptor of each
member.

This information was published in the Technology

Transfer Society Membership Guide

(1990).

A third group of surveys was sent to individuals whom
the committee regarded as "visionaries."

This group was

expected to be capable of addressing the questions from a
more philosophical point of view because of their proven
interest in the objective of the inquiry

(e.g.,

elements of

difference that obstruct industry-academe collaboration and
intellectual property),

as reflected in their published

works or in their participation in seminars and conferences.
They differed from the "liaisons" in that they are not
necessarily directly involved in the operational level
aspects of intellectual property protection or technology
transfer but,
these issues.

nonetheless,

have voiced their concern about

This group numbered twenty.
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4.

Item Selection
The survey consisted of

(a)

declarative statements

designed to elicit opinions about our current situation
regarding intellectual property,
technologies,
(b)

the pressures of new

and the objectives of academe and industry,

declarative statements highlighting the reported

barriers to industry-academe collaboration,

and

(c)

declarative statements designed to elicit opinions about the
future directions which industry-academe relationships
should take.

Respondents assessed the statements based on

their perceptions of our intellectual property system,
character of industry and academe,
industry-academe collaboration.

the

and the potential for

An optional fill-in

response was included to solicit any other factors the
groups felt were left out.
A majority of questions were used in all three surveys
to aid in the evaluation of the results.

The other survey

questions were calibrated to the level of expected expertise
and familiarity with intellectual property issues of the
respondents'

reference group.

Initial survey questions were

selected by the investigator and his committee chairperson
based on a review of the literature.

Additional refinements

to the survey were the result of a pilot study.
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5.

Pilot Study

a.

Selection
Three individuals were selected for the pilot study.

The individuals were selected because of their similarity
(e.g.,

occupation,

value system)

to one of the targeted

cohorts.
An Academic Dean at a small private college was chosen
because of the individual's resemblance to the stereotypical
"academic pure of heart."

The Dean has been involved in

higher education for 45 years and is a well-respected
Shakespearean scholar.

The Dean tested the core items only

(items 1-22) .
The second individual is a Professor of Natural
Sciences with strong ties to private industry
employee and now consultant).

(former

The individual was chosen

because of their familiarity with both industry and academe.
The third individual is both a Ph.D.

and M.D.

and is

the director of a joint research venture with a large
research university and a Fortune 500 company.

The

individual employs doctoral and post-doctoral researchers in
these ventures.

The individual has had significant exposure

to academe-industry collaboration.
b.

Results
The pilot study pointed out that there are differences

in opinion regarding the

(a)

perception of our current

system of intellectual property protections,

(b)

the role
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and nature of the university as an institution in modern
society,

(d)

ownership in the information age,

and

(e)

prospect of industry-academe collaboration,
c.

Profiles
Based on the results of the pilot study,

review,

the literature

and the researcher's personal experience with higher

education and the intellectual property system,
constructed profiles of the response groups
visionaries,

he

(i.e.,

liaisons,

deans).

Liaisons are characterized by

(a)

a desire to have

property rights extended to "non-tangibles,"

(b)

perceiving

the current system of intellectual property protections as
"adequate," albeit not optimal,
technologies,

(c)

due to the strain of new

a strong belief that the role of the

university should include more applied research,

and

(d)

a

belief that obstacles to collaboration are the result of
out-dated academic traditions.
Deans are profiled as those individuals who
the autonomy of academe,

(b)

(a)

promote

emphasize the "learning" aspect

of higher education as opposed to the "making" feature of
applied research,

and

(c)

believe that collaboration may not

be in the best interests of society.
Visionaries are profiled as those individuals that are
willing to look at the long-term costs and benefits of
(a)

collaboration,

(b)

intellectual property protections,

(c)

the new technologies,

and

(d)

altering the university.
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C.

Data Management

The management of data involved in sending out the
inquiry was handled using the advanced features of
WordPerfect 5.1
cover letters,

(<3> WordPerfect Corporation,
the list of items,

1989).

Survey

and mailing labels were

customized using the mail merge feature of the word
processor.
The influx of inquiry data was handled in the following
manner.

Returned inquiries were first assigned a unique six

character identifier.

The first character of the identifier

was either a

or

"L",

"V",

"D."

The paper color of the

survey alerted the researcher as to the group identity of
the individual

(i.e.,

liaisons,

visionaries,

deans).

The

next two characters were numerical and represented the
arrival order of the inquiry

(i.e.,

1-99).

The remaining

three characters were used as adhoc descriptors of the
individuals returning the inquiry
education administrators,

(e.g.,

EDA implied

PTT designated private technology

transfer agents).
The bottom portion of the inquiry,
individual's

identity,

indicating the

was then removed in an effort to

preserve autonomy.
A computerized database was designed to facilitate the
collection of survey results.

The researcher used an IBM

compatible personal computer based product called PCSOLVE
Version 2.3

(<2> Pacific Crest

Software,

1991)

for the
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administration
(a)

the unique

was

a

request

additional
number

of the

identifier,
for the

comments

?)

survey

of unanswered survey
and

for each of the
The

were

data were

received.

appropriate

(g)
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Progress

by the use

of

addition to

chair

from the

that

1.1

-2,

-1,

1,

the

survey

group means,

PCSOLVE,

in

statistical

in the

and

investigation

frequency distributions,
The

aspects

analyses

facilitated

tools.

possesses

graphing).

investigation did

of the

were helpful

inquiry,

but

for drawing

frequency distributions)

then exported to

generated using this
program

as

inquiry was

during the preparation of the

graphics

of

generated at

were useful

and predicting trends.

were

the

distributed to the

conclusions

graphs

database

were

statistical

programs

if

items.

capabilities,

performed in PCSOLVE was

(i.e.,

if there

and committee members.

quantitative

(e.g.,

(e)

the number

response

rudimentary

Analysis

indicating

individual,

(f)

standard deviations,

emphasize the

(c)

for

Data Analysis

cumulative probabilities,
not

(d)

computerized statistical

functions

means,

the

reports

of data

database

mathematical

items,

and were

committee

analysis

return date,

results,

survey

D.
The

the

database had fields

entered into the

intervals

researcher's

(e.g.,

(b)

The

were made by the

nonvalid responses,
2,

inquiry.

data

(© WordPerfect

other

applications

dissertation.

Bar

and the DrawPerfect

Corporation,

1990).
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These

graphs

Tables

were then

and alike were

linked to the WordPerfect
imported directly

documents.

into the

dissertation document.
E.
1.

Survey

Statistics

Summary

LIAISONS

DEANS

VISIONARIES

SENT

88

52

18

NON-VALID

3

2

1

ADJ.

85

50

17

RECEIVED

52

15

10

PERCENTAGE

61.18

30.00

58.82

2.

SENT

Discussion
The

January

of Response Rate

inquiry was mailed out
1992

and the

inquiry

during the week of

formally concluded on

21
13 March

1992.
The
largest
60

response

rate to the

survey group,

percent

yield.

to be marginal.
coupled with a

The
This

liaisons,

others

experience),

made this

met the

solicitation
was

of

with more
group's

response

as

expected.

researcher's
academic

anticipated.

"contaminated"

re-routed to

survey was

goal

of

deans proved

A low return
(inquiry was

"hands-on"

The

rate,
often

collaboration

contribution minimal.
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The
of the

opinions

deans

expected cultural

industry.
deans

of the

in

An

The

suspicions.

The poor
in

of this

indirectly

academe

fail to

in

The visionaries

academe

and

apparent

second inquiry

showing

acknowledge the presence
involved

highlight many

correspondence was mailed to the

results

that many

marginally

between

to better understand the

enthusiasm.

judgment

however,

differences

additional

an effort

did,

see

lack of

affirmed

supported the
or even

of problems because they are

such collaborative

originally

only

efforts.

responded at

a

level

a bit

lower than

anticipated.

Surveyed for their noted concern

over these

issues,

individuals

most

difficult

positions

in

probably not
measure
for

an

of the

a

goal

of

was

fashion.

than

work

out

optimal

load.

to this

knowledgeable

chose to

An

group

opinions.

influential
response

rates

are

a

additional plea
in

an effort

to

Additional

survey yield reached its

respond did so

Along with the

additional

of their

informal

percent.

Those who

both.

sent

are unquestionably the

of disinterestedness but

recipients'

arrived and the

60

interest

Less

indication

few more

responses

reach because

society.

responses

secure

to

these

comments

(e.g.,

many

(nearly one-half),

articles,

Approximately

their desire to

survey,

80

papers,

percent

receive the

in

an

individuals

inquiry

expressed

included items

additional

of

commendable

references),

respondents
results.

of

indicated
Others

or
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indicated their feelings as to the importance of the
inquiry--the most notable one being from a vice-chancellor
at a major research university,

who wrote "[ejxamining

potential obstacles to university-industry has become an
item on the agenda of many groups.

.

.

.

Intellectual

property matters have been identified as one of the
important obstacles.

.

.

.

The issue you address is an

important one."
3.

Discussion of Survey Items
The questions appear to have been well received with a

notable exception.
nondisclosure)

Question #22

was the only question with an unusually high

number of blank responses,
respondents.

(Natural rights and

nearly one third of all

The average number of blank or non-valid

responses was a reasonable 1.25 per survey,

including

question #22.
A few respondents expressed concern over the lack of a
"not sure" category.
with that in mind.

The inquiry was deliberately designed
A "not sure" or "undecided" option would

have been too tempting for many in an inquiry that hoped to
force judgment on a delicate issue.
Questions which solicited opinions on highly
controversial issues
ventures,

(e.g.,

secrecy during collaborative

the incompatibility of industry and academe goals,

generalizations about the role of the university in society)
were often,

according to notations appended,

too "blunt" for
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some respondents and did not reflect the "subtleties" of the
issue at hand.

Using hindsight,

the researcher is inclined

to plead guilty to the accusations.
4. Actual versus Anticipated Findings
Few questions produced incompatible results.

All

groups generally responded in a manner consistent with their
stereotyped images

(e.g.,

liaisons emphasizing the need to

expand collaborative efforts,

deans hoping to preserve the

more traditional aspects of higher education,

visionaries

making note of future changes in costs/benefits).
Nonetheless,

the degree of correspondence to anticipated

results did vary considerably.
respondent predicted,

The inquiry found,

as one

"great differences in the perceptions

both within and between faculty,
and industrial administrators."

university,

administrators,

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purpose of the study was to determine what must be
altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with regard
to the intellectual property system to avoid obstructing
collaborative research between academe and private industry.
An analysis of the literature determined that the
elements of difference fall into four broad categories,
viz.,

the ends served by the institution,

research,

constraints on communication,

the management of

and the ownership of

ideas.
The survey consisted of

(a)

declarative statements

designed to elicit opinions about our current situation
regarding intellectual property,

(b)

declarative statements

designed to elicit opinions about the evolving role of
academe,

(c)

declarative statements highlighting the

reported barriers to industry-academe collaboration,

and

(d)

declarative statements designed to elicit opinions about the
future directions which industry-academe relationships
should take.

The findings of the inquiry are arranged in a

similiar manner.
Bar graphs are used to highlight the divergence of
opinions.
displayed.

Consequently,

not all questions are graphically

Discussions are held at appropriate junctions to

assist in the analysis.
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Note:
The complete statistical analysis of the inquiry can
be found in Appendix B.
The positive response percentages
are calculated by summing up the number of agree and
strongly agree opinions divided by the number of non-blank
valid responses.
Discussions are highlighted by means of
italics.

A.
1.

Intellectual Property Issues as Obstacles

Ideas as Property

Question #1.

Knowledge as property is difficult to grasp
because it fails to fit into conventional
wisdom regarding economic "goods."

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.1.

Percent
60 -i
55-

Legend
Liaisons

50-

Visionaries
Deans

Stmg Dis

Disagree

Agree

Stmg Agree

Response

Fig. 4.1
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 1.

by survey group,

for

As anticipated, this statement was favored heavily by the
visionaries (80% positive), less by the liaisons (65%), and
least of all by deans (47% agreement).
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Question #4.

Intellectual property warrants legal
protection equal to that provided for
traditional "tangible" property.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 4.

by survey group,

for

Visionaries agree with the statement (67%).
Both liaisons
and deans are weighted heavily toward agreement (i.e.r 81%,
80%) .

Discussion
The Treatment of Ideas as Property
Liaisons and deans are proponents of the issue,
reflecting their culture.
indirectly implying that

Visionaries are divided;
current protections are not quite

appropriate for intellectual property.
ideas as property is controversial.

The treatment

of
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2.

Perceptions of Our Current System

Question #2.

The current system of intellectual property
protection brings into balance the incentive
to invent, fairness, and freedom of thought.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Response

Fig. 4.3
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 2.

by survey group,

for

Contrary to what was expected, deans overwhelming favor
(80%) the statement along with an anticipated backer, the
liaisons (69%) .
Visionaries on the other hand, disagree 2
to 1.
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Question #3

The main impetus for the promotion of science
and the useful arts will come, not from our
intellectual property system, but from forces
and factors that lie outside the system.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.4.

Percentage

Legend
Liaisons
Visionaries
Deans

Response

Fig. 4.4
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 3.

by survey group,

for

Deans, as expected, are strong proponents of the statement
with 87% agreement.
They are followed by liaisons and
visionaries (i.e., 75, 70%).
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Question #23.

The rise in the value of information has
upset the balance between social costs and
benefits underlying many traditional
intellectual property protections.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.5.

Percentage
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Fig. 4.5
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 23.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons are some what divided (58%) while visionaries
approval is slightly higher (63%).
Both groups have a
number of "strongly agree" votes.
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Question 26.

Current intellectual property policies and
procedures detract from successful technology
transfer.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.6.

Percentage
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Fig. 4.6
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 26.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons are divided (i.e., 44% for and 56% against)
visionaries marginally favor the statement (55%).

while
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Percentage
Legend
Liaisons

Visionaries
Deans

Q3

023

Q26

Information

Question

Inoenllve outside the IP System

Detracts from Technology Transfer

Fig. 4.7
Bar graph of the percentage of positive opinions,
by survey group, for items relating to perceptions of our
current system of intellectual property protections.
Discussion
Perceptions Surrounding Our Intellectual Property System
The mixed results highlight
evaluating our current system of
protections and

(b)

incentives are not
and
set

(b)

incentives.
the result

the difficulty in
(a)

intellectual property

All groups felt

that

(a)

of our system of protections

the value of information is upsetting the original

of checks and balances.

visionaries felt
appropriate.

that

the

Despite this,

"quid pro quo"

only the
is no longer

Technology transfer does not appear to be

optimally promoted by our current system.

What purpose then

does our current system of intellectual property serve?
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3.

The Impact of the New Technologies

Question #5

Liaisons,
statement

Technological change has outpaced the legal
foundation of our intellectual property
system.

visionaries, and deans all agree with the
with positive responses 82%, 80%, and 79%.

Question #7

The line between basic and applied research
has become blurred in many technologies
(e.g., biotechnology).

Overwhelming support by all groups.
statement is 86% or better.

Question #24

Agreement on this

Protection of patents and copyrights in new
technologies (e.g., software, databases,
expert systems, information related services,
computer chip design) is appropriate.

Liaisons strongly agree (88% acceptance) while three
quarters of the visionaries are in agreement.

Question #25

Computer-based global communications systems
create situations that are not well addressed
in our system of intellectual property
protection.

Complete agreement on this statement
for liaisons, 100% for visionaries).

Question #27

(i.e.,

92% acceptance

The related concepts of derivative use and
fair use is ill-defined in the new
technologies (e.g., information related
services, databases, software).

Both liaisons and visionaries agree on the content
statement (i.e., acceptance of 93% and 90%).

of the
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Question #28

Current intellectual property protections
have created a number of monopolies in key
technologies (e.g., computer hardware,
software, communications technology,
pharmaceutical).

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 28.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons were very negative (33% agreement) while
visionaries were marginally negative (44% favorable).

60

Percentage
Legend
Liaisons
Visionaries
Deans

Fig. 4.9
Bar graph of the percentage of positive opinions,
by survey group, for items relating to the strain of the new
technologies on our system of intellectual property
protections.
Discussion
The Impact of the New Technologies
All groups,

particularly visionaries,

generalization that
to apply the
protections.

support

the

the new technologies make It difficult

"old rules" regarding Intellectual property
Protections to these new technologies seemed

to be warranted according to both liaisons and visionaries.
Are patents and copyrights the appropriate protection?

How

can we enforce or existing protections given the technology?
Fair use,

derivative use,

and added value must evolve to

handle the new technologies and service Industries so that
the

"democratization of Information" can become a reality.
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4.

Current Trends

Question #29

Private ownership of defacto industry
standards (e.g., the graphical user interface
of a computer, Lotus 123 commands,
microprocessor chips) is appropriate.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Fig. 4.10
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 29.

by survey group,

for

Differing opinions surface again.
Liaisons feel private
”ownership" (e.g., patents, copyrights) is appropriate (67%
expressed positive responses) while visionaries express the
opposite opinion (11%) .

Question #30

Software, by virtue of its economic
importance, deserves its own system of legal
protection.

Visionaries are divided (50%) while liaisons favor the
statement with a 74% yield of positive responses.
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Question #31

Compared to twenty-five (25) years ago,
patent protection is less important to
industrial development and commercialization.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.11.

Percentage

Legend
Liaisons

Response

Fig. 4.11
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 31.
In general,
agreement) .
majority.

by survey group,

for

liaisons disapprove of the statement (37%
There were plenty of "yes" votes, albeit not a
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Question #32

The most beneficial aspect of patent
protection is cross-licensing agreements with
other manufacturers.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.12.
Percentage

Legend
Liaisons

Response

Fig. 4.12
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 32.
In general,
agreement).
majority.

Question #33

for

liaisons disapprove of the statement (38%
There were plenty of "yes" votes, albeit not a

Patent litigation is too expensive for small
businesses and individual innovators to use
as a deterrent to infringement.

The inquiry found that
statement.

Question #34

by survey group,

86% of the liaisons agreed with the

The mobility of researchers and innovators
causes more loss of intellectual property
than does infringement.

Liaisons agreed with the statement by yielding 70% positive
responses.
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Question #35

Federal regulations governing innovations
arising out of government-sponsored research
at universities is a impediment to industryacademe alliances.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.13.

Percentage

Legend
Liaisons

Response

Fig. 4.13
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 35.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons disagreeing were marginally more predominant
those in agreement (i.e., 56% to 44%).

than

Discussion
Current Trends in Intellectual Property protections
Visionaries showed concern over the granting of
"limited monopolies" to standards.

This would seem to

correspond to the groups desire for

(a)

standards and

(b)

"open" systems and

innovation over litigation.

Software and
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information industries are becoming a formidable economic
force.

Is the economic importance the key issue or the

rights of the innovatorr
Question becomes

developer,

and programmer?

"what is the appropriate protection,

current system or sui generis?"

There is indication that

patents may have assumed a somewhat different role.
how does it protect

the

purpose of patents?

our

"lone innovator?"

What

Then

then is the

Cross licensing may not be the most

beneficial aspects of patent protection but it certainly is
an important

feature.

If infringementr

intellectual property losses equivalent
we emphasize infringement?

at bestr

causes

to mobility why do
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B.

Collaborative Ventures and the Role of the University

Question #6

Basic research (e.g., pursuit of knowledge
for its own sake) is an essential component
in achieving long-term societal and national
goals.

Deans, visionaries, and liaisons strongly agree
responses of at least 88%).

Question #8

(positive

Technology transfer (i.e., the movement of
ideas, techniques, products, or processes
from the laboratory into the commercial
world) clearly is within the mission of the
university.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Fig. 4.14
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 8.

by survey group,

for

Opinions coincide with stereotype images of each group.
Liaisons are strong supporters (88% positive responses)
while visionaries were less enthusiastic (60%).
Deans were
more positive (80%) about the role of technology transfer
than anticipated.
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Question #9

Industry-academe collaboration enhances
academic programs.

Overwhelming agreement by all groups
least 98%) .

Question #10

(positive yield of at

Pursuit of patenting is an appropriate means
for solving problems of limited funding of
universities.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.15.
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Fig. 4.15
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 10.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons, as expected, were the only group even marginally
supportive of the statement (52%) despite many "strongly
disagree" votes from the group.
Visionaries and deans
disagreed with the statement (both with 40% positive).
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Question #11

The creation of university-industry links is
critical to universities because of a need to
demonstrate relevance to society.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.16.
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Fig. 4.16
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 11.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons agreed with a 77% positive yield.
Contrary to this
was the visionary group which was much more divided (40%
agreement).
Deans, unexpectedly, favored the statement with
60% agreement.
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Fig. 4.17
Bar graph of the percentage of positive opinions,
by survey group, for items relating to the future role of
the university.
Discussion
The Role of the University
Industry,

academe,

and government recognize that basic

science is essential for society because it is the basis of
our technological growth.
accepting a

been accepted.

Technology transfer has apparently

How can it be refined to confirm more with

traditions,

universities?
beneficial

of

"multiplicity of viewpoints" regarding the

mission of universities.

the values,

Technology transfer is part

and advancement policies of

All groups noted that collaboration is

to the curriculum.

What aspects of collaboration

must be refined or avoided in order to promote collaboration
and not detract
universities?

from the academic mission of colleges and
Depending on revenues from research endeavors

is risky and controversial and thus is likely to detract
from the mission of academe.
many forms,

Relevance to society takes

one way is promote university-industry links.
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C.
Question #12

Inherent Obstacles to Collaboration
Industry-academe collaboration will not
succeed due to a mutual distrust of each
other's motives.

Opinions were convincingly negative.
respondents agreed.

Question #13

Less than 10% of the

Industry is primarily oriented toward short¬
term profits, while the university is most
concerned about long-term societal needs.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.18.

Fig. 4.18
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 13.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons, visionaries, and deans are marginally receptive to
the statement (i.e., 60%, 65%, 65%).
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Question

Inquiry

#14

Industry's need for research that will create
new and improved products is in conflict with
the university's orientation toward the
acquisition of fundamental knowledge.

results

are

shown

in Figure

4.19.
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Fig. 4.19
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 14.

by

survey group,

for

Only a minority of each group agreed with the statement
(i.e., deans = 15%, liaisons = 30%, visionaries = 45%).
Deans were unexpectedly negative.

Question

#15

University links with industry create a
bureaucratic environment that is not
conducive to free thought and unimpeded
research.

Liaisons disagreed quite strongly. Only 15% noted agreement.
Deans disagreed in an equally definitive manner (14%).
This
was not anticipated.
Visionaries were the only ones
sensitive to the statement, albeit only marginally (55%
agreement).
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Question #16

Secrecy during joint industry-academe
ventures is an unacceptable condition of
collaboration.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.20.
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Fig. 4.20
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 16.

by survey group,

for

With only 25% positive responses, liaisons were not in
agreement.
Visionaries were divided (45% positive, 55%
negative) and as anticipated, deans felt strongly about this
statement (60%).
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Fig. 4.21
Bar graph of the percentage of positive opinions,
by survey group, for items relating to the perceived
obstacles to collaboration.
Discussion
Inherent Obstacles to Collaboration
These items represented
evils of collaboration.

It

"traditional" views on the
is apparent

that

these hard-line

positions have matured into more progressive philosophies.
Mutual distrust may have been too strong of a statement.
These questions inquire as to the compatibility of the
university's quest
utility.

for truth with industry's desire for

This is the heart

of the problem.

Deans

apparently do not fear industry's desire for new and
improved products.

This had traditionally been in conflict
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with the universities insistence on
"making."

"learning" and not

As to whether collaboration leads to additional

bureaucratic entanglement,
"it need not be."

the inquiry appears to infer that

A better definition of secrecy may have

produced more meaningful results.
non-disclosure.

Secrecy does not imply

Non-disclosure of knowledge in the course

of any venture is contradictory to the academic spirit.
one respondent
publication
colleagues

on

.

commented
.

[is]

.

"secrecy which precludes

or communication between university

usually unacceptable."

As
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D.
Question #17

Future Directions

Universities should agree to a "reasonable"
publication delay in order to allow industry
the right to implement the innovation.

Liaisons, deans, and visionaries lean heavily toward
agreement with the statement (i.e., 88%, 87%, 70%).

Question #18

Universities should perform significantly
more research that is geared toward industry
and market needs.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.22.
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Fig. 4.22
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 18.

by survey group,

for

Liaisons are supporters of the statement with 73% agreement
and a dozen or so "strongly agree" responses.
Deans and
visionaries are aligned in an opposite direction with a
number of "strongly disagree" opinions and a positive yield
of 33% and 20%.
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Question #19

Research priorities should be jointly decided
by industry and academe.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.23.
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Fig. 4.23
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 19.

by survey group,

for

Deans are emphatically against the statement with only 20%
positive responses.
Liaisons marginally agree and
visionaries are divided (i.e., 58%, 50% positive responses).
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Question #20

Collaborative ventures between academe and
industry should fulfil the research and
publication requirements for faculty
promotion and tenure.

Inquiry results are shown in Figure 4.24.
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Fig. 4.24
Bar Graph of Responses,
inquiry item No. 20.

by survey group,

for

As anticipated, only deans were noticeable divided on this
issue (47% positive).
Liaisons and visionaries adopted the
concept (i.e.f 75%, 70%).

Question #21

The university should recognize the
entrepreneurial spirit of faculty.

All groups were in strong agreement
least 90% agreement).

Question #22

with this statement

(at

Natural rights to ideas should be limited to
the right of non-disclosure.

The "no response" option was too common.
analysis would not lead to any insights.

Quantitative
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Fig. 4.25
Bar graph of the percentage of positive opinions,
by survey group, for items relating to the future direction
academe should take to promote collaboration.
Discussion
The Future Direction of Academe
All groups agreed that a reasonable delay in
publication is acceptable.
replaced right

to

Better wording would have

"implement" with right

to

"protect."

Implementation may take a long period of time
pharmaceutical innovation)

(i.e.,

a

and thus is an unacceptable

reason for publication delay.

This removes another

traditional barrier to collaboration.

Support for more

direct industrial research is promoted by the liaisons.
Deans and visionaries are not as positive about it.
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Individual/institutional freedom to research is of paramount
importance.

Directing research priorities is controversial.

All groups are for recognizing the entrepreneurial spirit of
faculty.

This may involve a de-emphasis of the

controversial
universities.
spirit

"publish or perishn scenario found in many
Does this recognition of the entrepreneurial

of faculty imply a willingness to alter the tenure

and promotion policies of academe?

E.

Summary of Findings

The graphical representation of the finding emphasized
the existence of divergent opinions.

This summary will

compile the convergent opinions of the various respondent
groups.
All groups support the generalization that the impact
of the new technologies

(i.e.,

technology has outpaced our

current system of intellectual property,

the line between

applied and basic research has further blurred,
of fair and derivative use need to be re-worked)

the concepts
make it

difficult to apply the "old rules" regarding intellectual
property protections.

Furthermore,

the incentive to

innovate will come from forces and factors that lie outside
our system of intellectual property protections.
Regarding the role of the university in the information
age,

industry and academe recognize that basic science is

essential for society because it is the basis of our
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technological growth.

Furthermore,

all groups noted that

collaboration is beneficial to the curriculum.
The inquiry surveyed opinions concerning the inherent
obstacles to collaboration.

These items represented

"traditional" views on the evils of collaboration.

It is

apparent that these hard-line positions have matured into
more progressive philosophies.

The exception involved the

orientations of industry and academe

(short term profit

centered attitudes of industry and the long term societal
view of academe).

All groups were receptive to this

generalization.
Referring to the future direction of academe,

all

groups agreed that a reasonable delay in publication is
acceptable and that the entrepreneurial spirit of the
faculty should be recognized.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of the study was to determine what must be
altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with regard
to the intellectual property system to avoid obstructing
collaborative research between academe and private industry.
An analysis of the literature determined that the
elements of difference fall into four broad categories,
viz.,

the ends served by the institution,

research and research priorities,
communication,

constraints on

and the ownership of ideas

between academic mores,

the management of

(e.g.,

business practices,

conflicts

and our system

of intellectual property protections).
The study findings paralleled the literature for the
most part.

Collaboration of academe and industry is

recurrently side-tracked by these differences in culture,
mores,

and tradition.

According to the findings of this

study the differences are surmountable without a
restructuring of either industry or academe.

Salkind

(1986)

is convinced that George Keyworth's 1984 statement
"excellence in science and relevance of science are totally
compatible"
obstacles.

(p.

?)

is still tenable,

though there are
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A.
1.

Obstacles

a.

Propertization of Ideas

Conclusions

The treatment of ideas as property is controversial.
Neither the courts nor philosophers have converged the
numerous justifications into a single unified theory,

as was

done with the justification of "private" property.
"Ownership" of ideas is further complicated in an
academic environment.

While the free and widest

dissemination of ideas is an objective accepted by the
academic community,

contradictory to this is our system of

academic recognition
ideas as property
1989).

(viz. promotion and tenure),

(Gilbert and Lyman,

1989;

Cleveland,

Ideas equated to property imply both ownership and

control.

Progress within a university community is based on

a collaborative process in which many individuals
faculty,

which view

students,

visiting scholars)

(e.g.,

make contributions.

Deciding issues of ownership and control is detrimental to
this collaborative effort.
copyrights
Rights,

(e.g.,

517)

sections 101 Definitions,

107 Fair Use),

and Assignment),

Federal statutes regarding

patents

(i.e.,

section 26 Ownership

and the Uniform Patent Act

can be contradictory,

of research is involved.

106 Exclusive

(i.e.,

P.

L.

96-

especially when federal funding
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b.

Intellectual Property Protections
Technological advances have overrun the boundaries of

definition in the intellectual property domain.
continued creation of functional works
software,

multimedia presentations)

(e.g.,

The

computer

has not fit well into

our current system of intellectual property protection.
Functional works are hybrids between patentable inventions
and copyrightable acts of authorship.
The continued explosion in computer-based global
communications systems and the global economy has created
situations that are not well addressed by current
intellectual property protections.
The creation of a high capacity information
infrastructure

(i.e.,

NREN)

that links users from all types

of institutions will allow collaboration to flourish at a
astonishing rate.

The move toward a global,

knowledge-based

society has transformed information into an economic good.
New mechanisms need to be established that will
"democratize" the use of information.
The related concepts of fair use and derivative use
must be adjusted to balance the rights of the creator,
society,

and future innovators.

Added value must be

incorporated into the refinement.
have the right to just rewards
price)

for their products;

Just as the seed vendors

(by means of a fair market

they do not have the right to
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derive rewards for the bread or cake which is eventually
produced as a consequence of planting the seeds.
It is very difficult to access the impact of our system
of intellectual property protections on the innovative
spirit.

It is,

however,

apparent that the current system is

useful to industry and organizations as a bargaining tool
(cross licensing agreements).

The protections offered,

particularly to "lone innovators" seem to lag behind
technology.

Similarly,

it is difficult to judge whether the

system "promotes the sciences and useful arts" in a optimal
fashion.
c.

The Research Process and Collaboration
Pursuit of knowledge is central to mission of academe.

Universities have spent insufficient resources to develop a
conscious research strategy of their own that is consistent
with the institutions'

character,

tradition,

value system,

and morals.
The nation's scientific effort is essentially anchored
in the academic disciplines.

Geiger

(1985)

found that one

of the principle priorities of a university research policy
should be to sustain the vitality of the scientific
community.

Involving non-scientists in scientific decisions

is antithetical to the operation of the scientific
community.
Recent efforts to tie university research to the
cutting edge of industrial technology must be seen not as
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novel and alien but as an intensification of a long
historical pattern.

Wittrock

development of consortiums,

(1985)

recognized the

technology transfer mechanisms,

and the emergence of the faculty entrepreneur as visible
demonstration of the university's incorporation into the
larger socioeconomic system.
Our definitions and perceptions of what constitute
applied science have shifted dramatically in recent years.
This is due in part to the patentability of life forms and
other biomedical life forms.
The search for truth
search for utility
research)

(via basic research)

(via applied or technology-driven

can co-exist.

The university is the home of basic

research and accommodate many other things,
applied research.

and the

Ashford

(1983)

including

states that:

Rather than fostering a neutral viewpoint, the
university should properly foster a multiplicity of
viewpoints, since it is through the interplay of
opposing ideas that the quality of academic work--and
thus its ultimate social value--is enhanced and
refined, (p. 20)
Secrecy during a collaborative venture is acceptable
given that publication delays are

(a)

minimal,

and

(b)

reflect the need to acquire protections for the innovations.
Non-disclosure agreements do not parallel the goals of
higher education and thus are unacceptable conditions of
collaboration.
Given the apparent inefficiencies with which knowledge
gets transferred,

greater attention must be given to
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managing the transactions across institutional boundaries.
Linkage from academe to industry can be
transfer,

(a)

knowledge

where industry is a passive consumer of knowledge

produced by university researchers,

and

(b)

cooperative

research mechanisms that are based on some level of joint
decision making which respects the goals,

values,

and

idiosyncracies of each partner.
B.

Recommendations

The purpose of this study has been to find out what
must be altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with
regard to the intellectual property system to avoid
obstructing collaborative research between academe and
private industry.

Based on findings of this inquiry,

the

researcher proposes future directions that industry and
academe may realistically pursue in order to reduce the
barriers to collaboration.
1. Academe
a.

Preserve the Traditional Role of the University
Keep with the spirit of the College's mission statement

and evolve to achieve the goals society imposes upon academe
and the research process.

Research has increasingly become

"the core sector of the university"
16).

(Wittrock ,

1985,

p.

The traditional key knowledge functions of higher

education include the
undergraduates,

(b)

research training,

(a)

general education of

professional education,
and

(d)

the creation,

(c)

research and

preservation,

and
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dissemination of knowledge.

The development of science has

greatly affected the teaching mission of institutes.
Wittrock

(1985)

concluded that a way to merge the pressures

of mass education with the individualistic requirements of
scientific training must be found.
Recognize the "spirit" of P.
must be shared).

L.

96-517

Any financial windfall,

(i.e.,

royalties

however unlikely,

derived from research endeavors is to be earmarked for the
stated goals of the institution

(e.g.,

education,

Questions as to the amount

community support).

undergraduate

of resources that should directly benefit the individual or
team innovator and the department or school of study in
which the innovation was derived is a policy issue for the
institute.

These rewards must reflect the norms of the

institute.
Wittrock

(1985)

times "give society,

concluded that universities must at
not what it wants,

but what it needs

and not yield to the invasion of the practical and the
immediate"
b.

(pp.

23-24).

Self-Regulation
Tornatzky's

(1990)

expressed belief that traditional

reputational control systems,

although far from perfect,

are

preferable to external regulations and policy positions.
A large and important network of "invisible colleges"

exist

and focus on setting and enforcing the intellectual content
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standards of disciplines.

Peer review and publication are

essential to the self regulating environment of academe.
c.

Recognize the Entrepreneurial Spirit of the Faculty
Provide greater incentives to create intellectual

effort by the academic community.
loads,

Tenure,

promotion,

course

and other rewards must take into account

nontraditional endeavors.
d.

Realize the Actual Market Value of Knowledge
Academe is advised to be reasonable in their financial

expectations when involved in cooperative research
agreements.

Ideas,

knowledge,

and basic research are

elements of a much larger process;
commercialization.

that being

Expectations must recognize that

reality.
The "marketing of ideas",

used as a means to end or

alleviate fiscal shortcomings in higher education,

is not

prudent.
Promote the issuing of "multiple field-of-use" licenses
(i.e.,

a license may be issued to any number of organization

as long as their markets do not overlap)
derived innovations.

for university

This is in essence a production right

(i.e.,

use an idea for a commodity).

The development right

(i.e.,

use an idea to develop another idea)

disseminated via

traditional methods achieves the idealistic goal of higher
education

(i.e.,

the unimpeded spread of knowledge).

reflects the "spirit" of P.

L.

96-517.

This
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Recognize that private industry,
with regard to goals,
2.

Industry

a.

Understand Academe
Recognize

(b)

(a)

values,

like academe,

varies

and incentives.

the idiosyncracies of higher education

the societal importance of universities being an

unbiased source of knowledge

(c)

that the mission of

colleges and universities is quite varied,
are the training grounds for investigators,
scientists,

and

(e)

(d)

universities

innovators,

and

that one formal policy is insufficient

for collaborative purposes in the academic environment.
Recognize that the university based research system is
important for the development of a viable industrial and
technological base.

Technology,

science as its intellectual core.

as tools,

depends on basic

Science provides the

basic epsitemologies of a technological society.
Tornatzky's

(1990)

concluded that "no society can produce

tools with scientific content,

without having a basic

science capacity and function,

or easy access to one"

(p.

57) .
b.

Research Priorities
Recognize that industry does not have the

"institutional right" to direct research.

Research topics

and the management tactics used must reflect societal needs,
the institute and the individuals doing the research
the impulse of industry.

Direct technology

not

(tools by which
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we transform parts of our environment),
from knowledge,
3.

which is derived

not basic science.

The Intellectual Property System
The interrelated issues derivative use,

value,

functional works,

fair use,

added

sui generis protections and

"ownership" are being resolved in an addhoc manner.
Cohesive policy which promotes the
information,

(b)

(a)

democratization of

unimpeded dissemination of ideas,

and

(c)

creation of an atmosphere conducive to innovation while
balancing the needs and rights of individuals and society
needs to be formulated.
C.

Limitations

The purpose of this study has been to find out what
must be altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with
regard to the intellectual property system to avoid
obstructing collaborative research between academe and
private industry.

Based on findings of this inquiry,

the

researcher proposed future directions that industry and
academe may realistically pursue in order to reduce the
barriers to collaboration.

The inquiry has contributed to

the pool of knowledge relating to university-industry
collaboration.

This synthesis will assist policy-makers

from both industry and academe.

There were,

however,

limitations to the inquiry.
The survey items,

on occasion,

did not take into

consideration and address the subtleties of the issue at
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hand.
items

Consequently,
"too blunt."

sift out

there were respondents who found survey
In addition,

the pilot

study did not

survey items which asked respondents to give a

single answer to multiple part questions

(i.e.,

"A"

or

yield "C" what part of the statement

is the respondent

addressing;

?).

the effect of

"A"

or

"B"

"B"

Refinements that would render less equivocal results
some instances were noticed after the fact.
the instructions to the

"Deans"

in

In particular,

survey group should have

requested that the survey not be routed to another
administrator

(ostensibly to someone more immediately

familiar with the issues

at hand).

The survey was

specifically addressing the opinions of those individuals
(Academic Deans)

and not those proficient in collaboration.

The methodology called for three inquiry groups.
retrospect,

the

"Deans"

meaningful results
entities.

In

group would have been produced more

if it had been divided into two separate

Early in the analysis

it became apparent that

there was a disparity between the opinions of individuals
from large research universities and small

liberal arts

colleges.
Finally,

greater emphasis

should have been placed on

the divergence or convergence on opinions within individual
institutions of higher education.

A topic for further study

would involve the solicitation of faculty,

patent
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administrators,
opinions

senior administrators,

and legal personnel

in an effort to identify the regions of discord and

harmony within institutions

APPENDIX A
SURVEY MATERIALS

January 17,

1992

Dear 3~ 2~:
I am pursuing an avenue of inquiry that examines the
promise and difficulty associated with the collaboration of
industry and academia.
The investigation will focus on the
following problem:
While there is mounting evidence of the
categorical need for close collaboration of universities and
industry, there appear to be obstacles that preclude such
collaboration.
The purpose of this inquiry is to find out what must be
altered in both conventional wisdom and policy with regard
to the intellectual property system to avoid obstructing
collaboration of academia and private industry in research.

This investigation is highly dependent upon insightful
response from a cohort of knowledgeable individuals, who are
most likely busy people as well.
Accordingly, I have kept
my intrusion to a minimum.
While I want you to know that my
immediate motivation for this line of inquiry is my doctoral
dissertation at the University of Massachusetts, I believe
we are addressing significant issues of concern to us all.
Thank you for taking the time to respond.
your efforts.

I appreciate

Sincerely yours,
John D. Hoh
Dir., Cmp. Services.
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Please refer to the following generic definitions when responding to the
survey questions.
Intellectual property includes (a) patentable inventions or
processes and (b) copyrightable materials derived from an act of
authorship.
Patents and copyrights are intellectual property protections.
Suggested responses are strongly agree (SA), agree (A), disagree (D), and
strongly disagree (SD).
Check the appropriate response for each item.

.

1

Knowledge as property is difficult to grasp because it fails to fit
into conventional wisdom regarding economic "goods."
OSA

.

2

OA

OD

OSD

The current system of intellectual property protection brings into
balance the incentive to invent, fairness, and freedom of thought.
OSA

3.

OA

OD

OSD

The main impetus for the promotion of science and the useful arts
will come, not from our intellectual property system, but from
forces and factors that lie outside the system.
OSA

4.

OA

OD

OSD

Intellectual property warrants legal protection equal to that
provided for traditional "tangible" property.
OSA

5.

OA

OD

OSD

Technological change has outpaced the legal foundation of our
intellectual property system.
OSA

6.

OA

OD

OSD

Basic research (e.g., pursuit of knowledge for its own sake) is an
essential component in achieving long-term societal and national
goals.
OSA

7.

OA

OD

OSD

The line between basic and applied research has become blurred in
many technologies (e.g., biotechnology).
OSA

8.

OA

OD

OSD

Technology transfer (e.g., the movement of ideas, techniques,
products, or processes from the laboratory into the commercial
world) clearly is within the mission of the university.
OSA

9.

OA

OD

OSD

Industry-academia collaboration enhances academic programs.
OSA

.

10

.
.

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

Industry—academia collaboration will not succeed due to a mutual
distrust of each other's motives.
OSA

13.

OSD

The creation of university-industry links is critical to
universities because of a need to demonstrate relevance to society.
OSA

12

OD

Pursuit of patenting is an appropriate means for solving problems of
limited funding of universities.
OSA

11

OA

OA

OD

OSD

Industry is primarily oriented toward short-term profits, while the
university is most concerned about long-term societal needs.
OSA

OA

OD

OSD
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14.

Industry's need for research that will create new and improved
products is in conflict with the university's orientation toward the
acquisition of fundamental knowledge.
OSA

15.

Research priorities should be
academia.

.
.
.

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

OA

OD

OSD

Current intellectual property policies and procedures detract from
successful technology transfer.
OSA

27.

OSD

Computer-based global communications systems create situations that
are not well addressed in our system of intellectual property
protection.
OSA

26.

OD

Protection of patents and copyrights in new technologies (e.g.,
software, databases, expert systems, information related services,
computer chip design) is appropriate.
OSA

25.

OA

The rise in the value of information has upset the balance between
social costs and benefits underlying many traditional intellectual
property protections.
OSA

24.

OSD

Natural rights to ideas should be limited to the right of non¬
disclosure .
OSA

23.

OD

The university should recognize the entrepreneurial spirit of
faculty.
OSA

22

OA

Collaborative ventures between academia and industry should fulfil
the research and publication requirements for faculty promotion and
tenure.
OSA

21

OSD

jointly decided by industry and
OSA

20

OD

Universities should perform significantly more research that is
geared toward industry and market needs.
OSA

19.

OA

Universities should agree to a "reasonable" publication delay in
order to allow industry the right to implement the innovation.
OSA

18.

OSD

Secrecy during joint industry-academia ventures is an unacceptable
condition of collaboration.
OSA

17.

OD

University links with industry create a bureaucratic environment
that is not conducive to free thought and unimpeded research.
OSA

16.

OA

OA

OD

OSD

The related concepts of derivative use and fair use is ill-defined
in the new technologies (e.g., information related services,
databases, software).
OSA

OA

OD

OSD
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28.

Current intellectual property protections have created a number of
monopolies in key technologies (e.g., computer hardware, software,
communications technology, pharmaceuticals).
OSA
OA
OD
OSD

29.

Private ownership of defacto industry standards (e.g., the graphical
user interface of a computer, Lotus 123 commands, microprocessor
chips) is appropriate.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD

30.

Software, by virtue of its economic importance, deserves its own
system of legal protection.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD

31.

Compared to twenty-five (25) years ago, patent protection is less
important to industrial development and commercialization.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD

32.

The most beneficial aspect of patent protection is cross-licensing
agreements with other manufacturers.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD

33. Patent litigation is too expensive for small businesses and
individual innovators to use as a deterrent to infringement.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD
34. The mobility of researchers and innovators causes more loss of
intellectual property than does infringement.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD
35. Federal regulations governing innovations arising out of governmentsponsored research at universities is a impediment to industryacademia alliances.
OSA
OA
OD
OSD
The information below is to be used in the administration of the inquiry
and will be removed from each survey to insure that confidentiality is
preserved.
3~ 1~2~
4~
5?~

6?~
7?~

8~
Your assistance in this inquiry is deeply appreciated.

APPENDIX B
DATA TABLES
Table B.l
Mean Scores of Survey Items by Respondent Group

GROUP

Total

Liaison

Vision

Dean

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Q26
Q27
Q28
Q29
Q30
Q31
Q32
Q33
Q34
Q35

0.39
0.36
0.82
0.89
0.96
1.55
1.13
1.09
1.51
-0.11
0.61
-1.04
0.22
-0.51
-0.84
-0.33
0.84
0.28
0.01
0.51
1.21
-0.32
0.23
0.97
1.25
-0.05
1.04
-0.34
0.12
0.57
-0.41
-0.33
1.16
0.56
-0.20

0.39
0.43
0.79
1.00
0.96
1.41
1.12
1.31
1.62
-0.02
0.87
-1.10
0.16
-0.50
-0.98
-0.63
0.92
0.65
0.26
0.67
1.33
-0.23
0.19
1.04
1.20
-0.08
0.98
-0.37
0.33
0.62
-0.41
-0.33
1.16
0.56
-0.20

1.00
-0.67
0.50
0.44
1.30
1.70
1.30
0.50
1.22
-0.40
-0.30
-0.60
0.38
-0.30
-0.20
0.00
0.44
-0.70
0.13
0.50
1.00
-0.38
0.50
0.50
1.50
0.11
1.30
-0.22
-1.00
0.30
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0.00
0.73
1.13
0.80
0.71
1.93
1.07
0.73
1.29
-0.21
0.33
-1.13
0.33
-0.71
-0.79
0.47
0.79
-0.43
-0.87
-0.07
0.93
-0.71
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Note:
Item responses corre spond to a numerical score as
follows: Strongly Agree = 2 r Agree = 1 , Disagree = -1,
NA (not applicable) implies that
Strongly Disagree = -2.
group was not asked to respond to certain items.
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Table B.2
Frequency Distribution of Item Responses by Respondent Group
Note:

a Mean of Group

Liaisons
Q1

Q2

(.43)

?
-2
-1
1
2
23

(.79)

-2
-1
1
2
2!

(l.O)

?
-2
-1
1
2
Q5

(1.41)

?
-2
-1
1
2
Q6
?
-1
1
2

(1.12)

(No .

in Agreement)/(No. Valid)

Visionaries

(.39)a 65%b

?
-2
-1
1
2

b

(1.0)

1
5
13
23
10

-2
-1
1
2

69%

(-.67)

1
2
14
30
5

?
-2
-1
1
2

75%

(.5)

2
11
22
17

-2
-1
1
2

81%

(.44)

9
•

0
2
8
20
22

-2
-1
1
2

82%

(1.3)

9
•

1
0
9
26
16

-2
-1
1
2

88%

(1.7)

1
6
12
33

9
•

9
•

-1
1
2

80%
0
1
1
3
5
33%
1
3
3
3
0
70%
0
3
6
1
67%
1
1
2
4
2
80%
0
1
1
0
8
100%
0
0
3
7

Deans
(0.0)
?
-2

-1
1
2
(.73)
?
-2
-1
1
2
(1.13)
-2
-1
1
2
(.8)
?
-2
-1
1
2
(.71)
?
-2
-1
1
2
(1.93)
?
-1
1
2

47%
0
2
6
4
3
80%
0
0
3
10
2
87%
0
2
7
6
80%
0
1
2
8
4
79%
1
0
3
9
2
100%
0
0
1
14

100
£7

(1.31)

?
•1
1
2
Q8

(1.31)

•2
•1
1

2
£9

(1.62)

?
■1
1
2
£10

(-.02)

?
-2
-1
1

2
Qll

(.87)

•2
■1
1
2
£12

(-1.1)

•2
•1
1
2
£13

(.16)

?
■2
•1
1
2
£14
?
-2
-1
1
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